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1. Introduictioni

Slovenia is a member of the first group of candidate countries which started the accession
negotiations with the European Union (EU). These countries are Poland, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Estonia, Cyprus and Slovenia. In 1998 Slovenia began extensive work to align the
domestic legislation with the legislation of the European Union (so called "acquis
communautauire" - or abbreviated acquis). In the nuclear area, the Euratom Treaty of 1957 is
one of the fundamental documents, which laid down the corner stone of the modern EU.

The Euratom Treaty itself and the EU legislation derived from the requirements of this treaty
form the framework which defines the activities of the EU member states in the field of
radiation protection, research, safeguards, supply of nuclear materials, external relations and
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. This framework is equally important for the candidate
countries which would like to become an EU member state, because they will have to adopt
the legislation which shall be in compliance with EU acquis. 'The efforts of Slovenia, as the
candidate country, in the broad nuclear field, can be split into the following:

- set up a National Plan for the Adoption of the Acquis (NPAA),
- prepare the concept for the National Position Paper,
- take part in the multilateral (EU and all candidate countries of the first group) and

bilateral (EU and Slovenia) screenings of legislation,
- participate in the meetings of the Subcommittee EU - Slovenia for environment,

energy and regional development.

The National Plan for the Adoption of the Acquis comprises the tasks, which shall be
implemented before the accession of Slovenia to EU, the foreseen manpower needed to
implement these tasks and the financial means, which shall be allocated from the Slovenian
budget to finance the activities of the state and other institutions related to the accession to
EU.

In February 1999 Ell ratified the Association Agreement with Slovenia, which shall
strengthen the relations and allow Slovenia to take part in the process of European integration.
Article 81 of the Association Agreement is devoted solely to nuclear safety.
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2. Existing nuclear legal system in Slovenia

The framework of Slovenian legal system is constituted from the federal law of former SFRY
on protection against ionising radiation and special measures in use of nuclear energy, which
was issued in 1984. The secondary legislation in the form of eleven regulations related to
radiation safety and four on nuclear safety and safeguards has been passed in the second half
of the 80s. There is still in use also the Slovenian law on radiation protection and safety
measures in nuclear installations of 1980 There are two additional laws containing some
provisions related to nuclear field:
- law on the protection against natural and other accidents (issued in 1994), which is

related to emergency preparedness,
- law on transport of dangerous goods (federal law of former SFRY of 1990) which

comprises articles on transport of radioactive substances.
Import and export control is regulated by the: Decree on the Export and Import of Specific
Goods (OJ RS 75/95 as modified in 1999). In addition, third party liability is covered by

Acts
Act of 21 st November 1984 on Radiation Protection and the Safe Use of Nuclear Energy
Act on Radiation Protection and Safety Measures for Nuclear Installations
Act on the Protection against Natural and Other Accidents
Act on Trnsporl of D)angerous Goods

Secondary legislation
Regulation ZI on places, methods and frequencies of radiation monitoring of air, soil, water,
foodstuffs and feedingstuffs (OJ SFRY 40/86)
Regulation Z2 on the methods, scope and sampling fi-equencies ftr off-site radiation
monitoring of nuclear installations (OG SFRY 51/86)
Regulation Z5 on professional qualifications, health requirements and examination of persons
who allowed to work with sources of ionizing radiation (03 SFRY 40/86)
Regulation Z6 on dose limits for population and persons working with radiation sources, on
measuring of the occupational exposure and on radiation monitoring of workplaces (OJ SFRY
3 1/86)
Regulation Z7 on the conditions for the use of sources of ionizing radiation in medicine (OJ
SFRY 40/86)
Regulation Z8 on the terms under which drinking water, foodstuffs and objects for general use
containing radioactive materials exceeding the prescribed limits of activity may be placed on
the market (OJ SFRY 23/86)
Regulation Z9 on the maximnumn limits for radioactive contamination of the environment and
on decontamination (OJ SFRY 8/86)
Regulation Z10 on the method of maintaining records of sources of ionizing radiation and
exposure of the population and workers (OJ SFRY 40/86)
Regulation KI on the trade and use of feedingstuffs and raw materials for the production of
fodder, which contain radioactive materials exceeding the prescribed limits of activity (OJ
SFRY 6/88)
Export and Import
Decree on the Export and Import of Specific Goods (OJ RS 75/95)

Table: List of existing nuclear legislation in 'Slovenia directly relevant to acquis
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two laws on liability and insurance of liability ( OJ SFRY 22/78 and 34/79 and OJ SRS
12/80 respectively) and a decree establishing amounts of liability and compulsory insurance
(OJ RS 84/98)

3. Screenings and Preparation of New Legislation

To facilitate the process of adopting the acquis the European Commission prepared lists of
documents for different areas and handed them over to the candidate countries. The task of
candidate countries was to carefully review these documents and to find out, if their domestic
legislation matches the requirements of the EU acquis. This task could have been done as the
>>gap analysis<< to determine the missing items in the Slovenian legislation or in the form of
>tables of concordancee: to review each piece of EU legislation article by article and for each
article indicate, if it is comprised in domestic legislation, and if not, how it will be transposed.

For each area the documents were split into two lists:

list A comprises binding documents such as:
* directives (which shall be completely transposed into domestic legislation and

the member states are obliged to report to the Commission, how the
transposition was implemented),

* regulations (these documents shall be only translated and are used directly as
they are - i.e. are enforced in all member states without exemptions and
without any changes or modifications of the text),

* decisions (they usually refer to specific utility or specific country).

list B comprises less important documents. which express the position of the
Commission or the Council:
* recommendations,
* resolutions.

Another interesting item is the concept of moving targets(( This expression means that in the
updated national legislation the future changes or amendments of EU legislation shall be
foreseen. The candidate countries shall prepare such legislation to anticipate the EU acquis at
the foreseen date of accession.

The activities related to the accession of Slovenia to EU in the area of nuclear legislation are
carried out in different national working groups. The main part of activities is in two working
groups: "Energy" and "Environment", but there are some topics, which are covered in other
groups, like control of dual-use materials in the group x'External Reaiois<(, research in
reactor physics, nuclear engineering and fusion in the group >)Science and Technology<<. The
acquis related to "Energy" covers mostly nuclear energy and nuclear safety, and in the
"Environment" group the area of radiation protection and transport of radioactive substances
including radioactive waste is covered.

For the harmonisation of Slovenian legislation with the EU acquis the negotiations between
Slovenia and European Commission are very important. The negotiating process could be
presented in the following steps:
- multilateral and bilateral screenings;
- review of the reports from the screenings in the working group and preparation of the

draft position paper
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the EU performs the expert evaluation of the negotiating position and the Draft
Common Position Paper is produced, which reflects the position of the EU about the
draft position paper
Slovenia shall through the exploratory talks, activities in the working group, opinion
of the negotiating group and under the assistance of the Office for European Affairs
produce Position Paper which shall be adopted by the Government of RS and the
Parliament of RS,
On the other hand the EU Enlargement Working Group shall prepare EU Common
Positio i,
Then the negotiations will take place at the COREPER deputies meetings and
COREPER ministers meetilg.

The process outlined above in fact determines to which extent the requirements of the EU
acquis shall be transposed in Slovenian legislation, i.e. if there will be any deviations or
exemptions for Slovenia for a certain period of time after accession of Slovenia to EU.

3. 1 Eatery

In the field of nuclear energy there are no E U directives, which shall be transposed to our
legislation. The followiig paragraphs of the area of "energy and nuclear safety" describe the
Slovenian position with respect to the EU acquis:

a) Nuclear Fuels Su )ly: Slovenia has signed no agreement, which prescribes the
commercial terms for the purchase of nuclear fuels on foreign market. Materials for
nuclear fuels and services are purchased on the free market. Slovenia shall strive for,
that all long term contracts, which Slovenia has agreed with any party for the supply of
natural or enriched uranium before the accession to EU, should not be terminated (Art.
105 of the Euratom Treaty). Slovenia shall at the accession to the EU report all such
contracts to the Commission.

b) Safeguar s: Slovenia shall agree with the EU and IAEA the INFCIRC/193 type of
Agreement (i. e. Agreement between the Non-nuclear Weapon States and the
International Atomic Energy Agency) on implementation of Article Ill (1) and (4) of
the Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons) and shall allow the EU
safeguards inspectors to carry out their duties and establish such a reporting system to
comply with the EU requirements.

c) External Relations: Slovenia is willing to comply with all international agreements in
power in EU and shall accede to them effectively with the accession to EU. Slovenia
shall review all existing bilateral and multilateral agreements between Slovenia and
third countries related to the peaceful use of nuclear energy to determine, if these
agreements should be suspended after the accession of Slovenia to EU.

d) Investments and Joint Undertakings: Slovenia has not shown the interest for Euratom
loans yet, neither it is at present interested in the participation in Joint Undertakings.
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3.2 Etii'irioiiiiie,,

The pieces of legislation which shcould be addressed and transposed to Sloveniani legislation in
the framework of "Environmienit" working group comprise mostly the toplics related to broad
area of "radiation protection". 'This area is organised in five sections:

a) Protection aaainst the dancers of ionizing adiat oPllon workers and
patients:

The directives 96/29/EURATOM , 90/641/EURATONI, 97/43/EURATOM
shall be transposed in the new Law on Radiation Protection and Nuclear
Safety, and in the several revised regulations onl close limits, workers
qualification, medical fitness, dose records for domestic and outside workers,
contamination of workplaces and environment, protection of' palients

Relevant EU documents:

96/29/EURATOM Council Directive of 13 May 1996 laying dowsn basic safet stanidarids for the health

protection of tie general p)irblic arid workers against tire dingers of ionizing 1-;idiatiioii

90/641/EURATOM Cooncil Direclive of 4 Decemnber 1990() oi tire operational protcctioit of outside
workers exposed to the risk of ionizing radiation during tieir activities in coiiirolled itcais

97/43/EURATOM Council Directive of 30 nire 1997 on liealth protection of inidi\iditals against the
dangerous of ion izi rig radiaitioit in relat ion to rnedical exposure a i(l rcl)pealing Directive

84/466/EURATOM

b) Contaminated food and feedstuff control:

Slovenia shall translate and adopt in the Slovenian legal systern 4 "post-
Chernobyl" regulations and 3 sleeping "post-nuclear accident" regulations with
the effective date of accession.

Relevant EU documents:

87/3954/EURATOM Comicil Regtiatiol of 22 December 1987 laying doniui:nnirur penirirted levels
of radioaclive coriranninnatioan of foodstuffs ard of feedintgstuffs following a iincle:ji accident or any
otiher case of radiological einergericy

89/2218/EURATOM Council Regulation of 18 Jult- 1989 ainending Regulalion X7/13954/EURATOM
layinig down ritaxininiriii perniitted levels of radioactive conrtamiinationr of foodsittlfs arid of feedingstufis
following a nuclear accident or arty otlier case of radiological emergency

891944/EURATOM Comnimission Regulation of 12 April 1989 laying down mia~ximiuimii permitted levels
of radioactive contaminaliont in mitior foodstuffs following a nuclear acciderit or anyt other case of
radiiological emergeircy

89/2219/EEC Council Regulationt of 18 July 19S9 on the special conditions for e'xponinrg foodstuffs and
feeditngstiurs followig aI niciear accident or any oilier case of ra)diological enitcateores
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90/770/EURATOM Comnmtissiont Regulatiota of 29 Match I[99o( laying down 1iaxtata perirutted levels
of radioactive contamination of feedinigstiilYs following a nuclear accident or ansy oiher case of
radiological cnuergeicy

90/737/EEC Council Regilaltioit of 22 March 1990 on tIe conditions governing inports of agricultural
products originating in tlhird countries followving the accident at the Chernobyl nuiclear power-station

9516S[/EC Council Regulation of 28 March 1995 etxiending Council Regulalion 737/90 on the
conditions goxerntitg impl)oris of agricultural products origina (ing in titird countrics following the
aaccidett at thc Clernlobyl tutclear powecr-stat iott

94/3(t34/EC Comnmission Reglation of 13 Dcceibcr 1994 estaibiisliig a list of piolicts excluded from
the applicalioi of Council Regulation 737/90 on hlie cotditiots governing impilpoits of agricultural
products originating in third countries following tilc accident at the Chernobyl zuclcar- power-station

c) Transport of Radioactive Goods and Waste

- Slovenia shall adopt standard documnent which was prescribed by the Decision

No 93/552/Euratom. Possibly this document will be added as the annex to the

regulation on the transport of radwaste.

- Slovenia shall transpose the directive Directive 92/3 Eutratoti to Slovenian

legislation (the right to return the radwaste to country of origin, communication of

information between the countries, equal conditions for the transit as for the domestic

shi pments)

Relevant documents:

Council Directive 92/3 Etratoin of 3 Febmary 1992 ott the supervision attd control of shipment of
radioactive waste between Metuber States anid itti.o aud omit of the Comatummtnitv.

Cottncil Regulation (Etiritotii) No. 1493/93 of S Jute 1993 ott shipittemits of radioactive substances
between Memiber Sates.

Conmmission Decision No 93/552/Etiratoilt of I Oclober 1993 establishing the statd;rd document for
t(le supervision and control of slipimetts of radioactive waste refered to it Council Directive
92/.,/FEuritotii.

d) Exchane of Inforiationi and informing~ the Public in Case of a Radiological

Emergency:

- There is no sinilar document as 98/618/Euratom Directive in the Slovenian

legislation, therefore Slovenia shall fully transpose the Directive on Public

Information to domestic legislation. Public information activities will be co-ordinated

between the Administration for Civil Protection and the Nuclear Safety

Administration.

- In the area of exchange of information in the event of radiolog~ical emergency,
Slovenia has in force a(reements based on 87/600/Euratome with Hungary, Austria

and Croatia and similar agreemnent with Italy is to be concluded soon, after Italy

finishes domestic procedure. Preparatiotis to connect to ECURIE system and to

interconnect early warning systems with neighbouring countries are utnmderway
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Relevant documents:

98/618/EURATOM Council Directive of 27 Novcniber 1989 on inforlling tile gnciarl public about the
hcalthi protection measures to be applied and steps to be taken in tile event of a radiological emergency

87/600IEURATOM Cotuicil Decision of 14 Decemibcr 1987 onl Coiiitintutit~y arningemenis for the early
exchange of informnation in thic C\ ci of a radiological ciicrgenicy

4. Final remarks

Agenda 2000 assessed that Slovenia ))has not yet adhered to or fully inmpleented all the
relevant international regimes in these field, inter alia Nuclear Suppliers Guidelines, IAEA
extended reporting and accession to the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, but has a full-
scope safeguards agreement in force with the IAEA. No major ditficulties in applying
Community legislation in these areas are however expected. Specific attention should be
given to the operation safety of the Nuclear Power Plant. The independence of the safety
authority should be supported(( . Furthermore Agenda 2000 concluded that 5>no major
difficulties are foreseen for compliance with EURATOM provisions, bitt Slovenia should
adhere to, or implement fully, certain international nuclear agreenients. Nuclear safety
standards should be handled appropriately and longer term solutions tor nuclear waste would
have to be found.<(

Report of the Panel of the High Level Advisors on Nuclear Safety in Central and Eastern
Europe and in the New Independent States (van den Broek report of August 1 98) stated that
Slovenia ))operates a pressurised water reactor of Western design at 1Krilko. It is a US built
plant and therefore well known and in the main is operated to Western standards. The only
possible problem of which the panel is aware is the concern over seismic caplability of the
plant. It would be prudent to establish the nature of the concern and of the need for any future
actions.<<

Report of Western European Nuclear Association on Nuclear Safety in EU Applicant
Countries of March 1999 addresses specific items related to regulatory bodly in Sovenia,
asking for its further strengthenling in terms of manpower, financial resources and
independence and additional co-ordination with Croatia on emerpency management. It
concludes that there are no major concerns in the area of operational safety, NPl-l Krgko is a
Western designed facility similar to others operating in USA and Europe , the safety compares
well with NPPs in operation in Western European countries and the site organisation staff
numbers, qualification and training are similar to western NPPs. A few issues, Ior- instance the
seismic characterisation of the site, remained to be fully addressed.
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This EU position gave us initial guidance where to focus our attention f'or smnooth adherence
process.

In the meantime Slovenia updated import export regulations to cover the so called Trigger list
items and applied for membership to Zangger Committee, as the first step, and prepared dual
use export control law, which is now in parliamentary procedure, and which is the
prerequisite for NSG membership. Additional protocol to the safegiards agreement was
signed in October 1998 and is in the procedure for ratification.

With respect to accession to Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, Slovenia applied for full
OECD membership in June 1996, and is waiting for its consideration in O ECD governing
bodies. In parallel official initiative to accede to the Paris convention on nuclear liability was
submitted to the OECD Secretariat in the beginning of 1999.

Operation safety is under constant regulatory scrutiny and subject to different international
reviews.

The independence, manpower and financial status of the Safety authority will be enhanced in
the new law.

Longer term solutions for nuclear waste are being studied with additional elforts, but actual
results are unfortunately similar to those of several EU countries. Neveltheless, strategy for
high level waste and strategy for decommissioning of nuclear power planit has been approved
by the Government, and fund for decommissioning expenses established by the law.

With respect to seismic issues, the complete Probabilistic Safety Analysis including external
events (also seismic), as requested by SNSA., was finished and reviewed The results showed
sufficient margin in the plant design. To further reduce uncertainties with respect to seismic
inputs, additional field investigations are carried out and will be. through the PHARE
projects, concluded in the year 2000.

The most important task to be completed before the end of this year is to prepare the position
paper to define the Slovenian position in the negotiating process with the EU. Main
caracteristics will be that the EU acquis will be transposed into the Slovenian legislation by
the end of 2002.

The first task in the preparation of new legislation is to finalize the draft of the new law on
radiation and nuclear safety in 1999 to be adopted through the parliamentary pr ocedure in the
first quarter of 2001. Simultaneously with this preparation of secondary leuislationi takes place
and will be adopted by the end of 2001. In 2002 this legislation shall comic into force to
become fully operational by the end of 2002.
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